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Disclaimer

THE COMPANY’S SECURITIES HAVE NOT BEEN REGISTERED AND
WILL NOT BE REGISTERED UNDER THE U.S. SECURITIES ACT OF 1933,

AS AMENDED (THE “U.S. SECURITIES ACT”) OR ANY U.S. STATE
SECURITIES LAWS AND MAY NOT BE OFFERED AND SOLD IN THE
UNITED STATES EXCEPT WITH A REGISTRATION OR AN EXEMPTION

FROM REGISTRATION UNDER THE U.S. SECURITIES ACT.

The Presentation has not been independently verified, does not purport to contain all

information that a prospective investor may require and is subject to updating, revision and

amendment. The Presentation has not been approved by the London Stock Exchange plc or

by any authority which could be a competent authority for the purposes of the Prospectus

Directive (Directive 2003/71/EC). This Presentation neither constitutes nor forms nor should be

construed as constituting or forming part of any offer or invitation to sell or any solicitation of

any offer to purchase or to subscribe (each a “Transaction”) for any securities in the Company

or any other body corporate in any jurisdiction (“the Company Securities”) in which that

solicitation or sale would be unlawful or an invitation or inducement to engage in investment

activity under section 21 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000, as amended

(“FSMA”). This Presentation shall not, in whole or part, form the basis of or be relied on in

connection with any contract. This Presentation does not constitute an invitation to effect any

Transaction with the Company nor to make use of any services provided by the Company. The

Presentation is confidential and is being supplied to you solely for your information and may

not be reproduced, re-distributed, transmitted or passed, directly or indirectly, to any other

person or published in whole or in part for any purpose. It is not intended to provide the basis

of any investment decision, financing or any other evaluation and is not to be considered as a

recommendation by the Company, or its Affiliates that any recipient of this Presentation,

purchase or subscribe for any securities.

No reliance may be placed for any purpose whatsoever on the information contained in this

Presentation or on any assumption made as to its completeness. No undertaking,

representation, warranty or other assurance, express or implied, is made or given by or on

behalf of the Company or any advisor to the Company (each a “Company Adviser”), or any of

their respective affiliates or any of such persons’ directors, officers, partners, employees,

agents or advisers or any other person as to the adequacy, accuracy, completeness or

reasonableness of the information or opinions contained in the Presentation and no

responsibility or liability is accepted by any of them for any such information or opinions or for

any errors, omissions, misstatements, negligence or otherwise for any other communication

written or otherwise. Prospective investors should conduct their own independent investigation

and analysis of the Company and the information contained in the Presentation and are

advised to seek their own professional advice on the legal, financial and taxation

consequences of making an investment in the Company. The delivery of this Presentation, at

any time does not imply that the information in it is correct as of any time after its date, or that

there has been no change in the business, results of operations, financial condition, liquidity,

performance and prospects of the Company or its assets since that date. No Affiliate of the

Company has been authorized to give any Information or to make any representation not

contained in this Presentation and, if given or made, such information or representation must

not be relied upon. The Company and its Affiliates accordingly disclaim, to the fullest extent

permitted by law, all and any liability whether arising in tort, contract or otherwise which they

might otherwise have in respect of the Presentation.

The information and opinions contained in this Document are provided as at the date of this

Presentation and are subject to change without notice. In furnishing this Presentation, the

Company does not undertake or agree to any obligation to provide the attendees with access

to any additional information or to update this Presentation or to correct any inaccuracies in, or

omissions from, this Presentation that may become apparent.

The Presentation is only being issued to and directed at and may only be received by persons

who: (x) are outside the United States and not United States persons as defined by Regulation

S under the Securities Act and (a) in the UK: (i) have professional experience in matters

relating to investments and who fall within the exemptions contained in Articles 19, 49 or 50(1)

of the UK Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 (as

amended) (the "UK Order") (investment professionals, high net worth companies,

unincorporated associations etc., and certain sophisticated investors); and (ii) are a “Qualified

Investor” within the meaning of Section 86(7) of the FSMA; and (iii) is being made available to,

or directed at, fewer than 150 persons, other than Qualified Investors, per European Economic

Area state; and (iv) the transferable securities being offered will have a minimum subscription

or be denominated in amounts of at least 100,000 Euros (or an equivalent amount);or (b) are in

Switzerland, in which case the investor (or the any person for whom the acquirer is acquiring

the securities) is in Switzerland, and the investor (and any such person) is: (i) an institutional

investor (A) subject to Swiss or foreign prudential supervision such as a bank, securities

dealer, insurance institution or fund management company; or (B) with professional treasury

operations; or (ii) if the securities are units or stapled securities, an institutional investor subject

to Swiss or foreign prudential supervision such as a bank, securities dealer, insurance

institution or fund management company; or (c) are in Sweden, and are a “qualified investor”,

as defined in the Swedish Financial Instruments Trading Act (1991:980) (Sw. lag (1991:980)

om handel med finansiella instrument); or (d) are otherwise permitted by the laws of the

jurisdiction in which they are resident to receive it or (y) “accredited investors” as defined by

Regulation D promulgated under the Securities Act. It is a condition of your receiving the

Presentation that you fall within one of the categories of persons described above and you

warrant to the Company and each Company Adviser that: (a) you fall within one of the

categories of persons described above; (b) you have read, agree to and will comply with the

terms of this disclaimer; and (c) you will conduct your own analyses or other verification of the

information set out in the Presentation and will bear the responsibility for all or any costs

incurred in doing so. Persons who do not fall within one of the categories of persons described

above should not rely on the Presentation nor take any action upon it, but should return it

immediately to the Company.

In order to qualify as a certified sophisticated investor for the purposes of article 50(1) of the

UK Order, the investor must be a person who has a current certificate in writing or other legible

form signed by a person authorised by the Financial Conduct Authority to the effect that they

are sufficiently knowledgeable to understand the risks associated with any description of

investment and who has signed, within the period of twelve months ending with the day on

which the communication contained in this Presentation is made, a statement in the following

terms:

“I make this statement so that I am able to receive promotions which are exempt from the

restrictions on financial promotion in the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000. The

exemption relates to certified sophisticated investors and I declare that I qualify as such in

relation to investments of the following kind [list them]. I accept that the contents of promotions

and other material that I receive may not have been approved by an authorised person and

that their content may not therefore be subject to controls which would apply if the promotion

were made or approved by an authorised person. I am aware that it is open to me to seek

advice from someone who specialises in advising on this kind of investment.”

This Presentation must not be distributed to, directed at, acted on or relied on in the UK by,

persons who are not relevant persons. Transmission of this Presentation or related documents

to any other person in the UK is unauthorised and may contravene FSMA. Any investment or

investment activity to which this Presentation relates is available only to relevant persons and

will be engaged in only with such relevant persons and such persons in other jurisdictions who

satisfy the Company that they are lawfully entitled to participate. Persons who do not fall within

one of the categories of persons described above should not rely on the Presentation nor take

any action upon it, but should return it immediately to the Company.

In particular, neither this Presentation nor any copy of it may be taken, transmitted or

distributed, directly or indirectly, in or into Japan, the Republic of South Africa, Canada or the

United States of America, its territories or possessions or passed to US persons (as defined in

Regulation S of the United States Securities Act of 1933 (as amended) or any other country

outside the United Kingdom where such distribution may lead to a breach of law or regulatory

requirements. Distribution of this Presentation or any copy of it in Japan, the Republic of South

Africa, Canada or the United States or other country may be restricted by law and may

constitute a violation of the securities laws of such jurisdiction. Neither the Company, the

Company Advisors nor any of their respective shareholders, subsidiaries, associates, directors,

officers, employees, consultants, agents, affiliates or advisers or any other person (“Affiliates”),

accept any liability to any person in relation to the distribution or possession of this

Presentation in or from any jurisdiction.

This Presentation contains or incorporates by reference “forward-looking information” which

means disclosures regarding possible events, conditions, acquisitions, or results of operations

that are based on assumptions about future conditions and courses of action and include future

oriented financial information with respect to prospective results of operations, financial

position or cash flows that are presented either as forecasts or as projections and also

includes, but is not limited to, statements with respect to the future financial and operating

performance of the Company, its current and proposed subsidiaries and affiliates and its

current and proposed mineral projects, the future price of gold, estimations of mineral reserves

and resources, the realisation of mineral reserve estimates, the timing and amount of

estimated future production, costs of production, working capital requirements, capital and

exploration expenditures, costs and timing of mine development, processing facility

construction and the development of new deposits, costs and timing of future exploration,

requirements for additional capital, government regulation of mining operations, environmental

risks, reclamation expenses, title disputes or claims, limitations of insurance coverage and the

timing and possible outcome of pending litigation and regulatory matters. Often, but not

always, forward-looking statements can be identified by the use of words such as “plans”,

“proposes”, “expects”, “is expected”, “budget”, “scheduled”, “estimates”, “forecasts”, “intends”,

“anticipates”, or “believes” or variations (including negative variations) of such words and

phrases, or statements that certain actions, events or results “may”, “could”, “would”, “might” or

“will” be taken, occur or be achieved. Forward-looking statements involve known and unknown

risks, uncertainties and other factors which may cause the actual results, performance or

achievements of the Company and/or its current and proposed subsidiaries and affiliates to be

materially different from any future results, performance or achievements expressed or implied

by the forward-looking statements. Such factors include, among others, general business,

economic, competitive, political and social uncertainties; the actual results of current

exploration activities; the actual results of reclamation activities; the outcome of negotiations,

conclusions of economic evaluations and studies; changes in project parameters and returns

as plans continue to be refined; future prices of gold; possible variations of ore grade or

recovery rates; failure of plant, equipment or processes to operate as anticipated; accidents,

labour disputes and other risks of the mining industry; political instability; insurrection or war;

political uncertainty; arbitrary changes in law, delays in obtaining governmental approvals or

financing or in the completion of development or construction activities. There can be no

assurance that forward-looking statements will prove to be accurate, as actual results and

future events could differ materially from those anticipated in such statements. Accordingly,

readers should not place undue reliance on forward-looking statements due to their inherent

uncertainty.

By attending or receiving this Presentation, you agree to be bound by
the foregoing provisions.
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Agenda

• Executive Summary 

• Artem Volynets – CEO and Board Member

• Operational Update

• Darin Cooper – COO 

• Geological Update

• Dorian (Dusty) Nicol – SVP Exploration

• Financial Update

• Chris Eger – CFO 

• Summary

• Q&A

Chaarat Gold Holdings Limited
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Executive Summary
Artem Volynets – CEO

Chaarat Gold Holdings Limited
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Executive Summary

● Chaarat has been fully transformed over the last 18 months and positioned for growth 

■ Management team and Board fully reshaped. 

■ The new team has 340 years of mining experience and 150 years of experience in the Former Soviet Union (FSU)

■ Acquisition of Kapan transformed Chaarat into a producing gold company

■ Tulkubash development advances according to schedule, Ciftay JV implemented - completing all equity funding required, debt finance progressing 
as planned 

● Company executing on the rapid growth strategy 

■ Kapan steady state run-rate of 65 koz pa AuEq

■ Substantial organic growth pipeline

– The development of Tulkubash will increase production from 65 to 160 koz pa AuEq within 3 years 

– Kyzyltash development plans to increase production from the existing asset base up to 500koz 

■ Chaarat continues to assess opportunities for growth through selective M&A (accretive bolt-on opportunities and transformational consolidation)

● Kapan highlights

■ Operational improvements have shown results in 2019 with continuous improved operational performance to date

■ Achieved optimisation interventions and further improvements are expected to deliver the targeted operational performance on a sustainable 
basis and run-rate basis from Q4-2019 onwards

■ Updated mine plan to incorporate increased resource 

■ Kapan is on track to generate c.USD20m of EBITDA on a run-rate by Q4-2019

● Tulkubash highlights

■ Construction advancing as planned

■ 2019 drilling program of 20km completed.  Updated resource estimate by year end 2019

■ Project on track for Q4-2021 first gold pour
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Chaarat’s Portfolio is Growing in Emerging 
Gold Districts

ARMENIA

KYRGYZSTAN

Production

KAPAN

Commodities Au, Ag, Cu, Zn

Stage Producing

LOM Avg. Production 65koz AuEq

LOM Avg. EBITDA USD20m

Reserves(2,3) 561 koz AuEq

Resources(2,3) 3,288 koz AuEq

Construction / Development

Key Proforma Metrics

Kapan Tulkubash Kyzyltash

Tulkubash

Commodities Au

Stage In construction

Target LOM Avg. 

Production
94 koz Au

Target LOM Avg. 
EBITDA (USD1,400)

USD54m(1)

Reserves(2) 658koz

Resources(2) 1,657koz

Kyzyltash

Commodities Au

Stage Development

Target LOM Avg. Production c. 300koz

Reserves(2) --

Resources(2) 5,377koz

65 65 65

94 9465

159

Kapan Kapan + Tulk. Kapan + Tulk. +
Kyzyl.

$20 $20 $20

$54 $54$20

$74

Kapan Kapan + Tulk. Kapan + Tulk.
+ Kyzyl.

0,6 0,6 

0,7 
0,6 

1,3 

Kapan Kapan + Tulk.

3,3 3,3 

1,7 1,7 

5,4 

4,9

Kapan + Tulk. Kapan + Tulk. + Kyzyl

Up to 500koz

~300

Further EBITDA 

growth potential 

from Kyzyltash

JORC Reserves(1)

(Moz AuEq)

JORC Resources(1)

(Moz AuEq)

LOM Average Gold Equivalent 

Production(2) (koz AuEq)

LOM Average EBITDA(3,4)

(USDm)

1. Resources are shown inclusive of reserves

2. AuEq calculated using commodity prices: US$1,300/oz Au, US$18.00/oz Ag, US$3.00/lb Cu, US$1.10/lb Zn.

3. Tulkubash - Target LOM average based on the 4 June 2019 updated Feasibility Study, equivalent to ‘operating cash flow’, calculated for $1,400 Au price 

4. Kapan - Target LOM average based on internal company projections at $1,400 Au

Organic Pipeline up to 

500 koz AuEq

10.3
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Operational Update
Darin Cooper – COO

Chaarat Gold Holdings Limited
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Kapan – Q3 Summary

Encouraging Q3 results confirm ongoing initiatives at Kapan add value

⚫ Chaarat on track to achieve 65 koz of gold equivalent ounces per year

◼ Mine throughput was up 6% Q-on-Q due to improved fleet usage

◼ Equipment issues experienced earlier in the year have now been resolved

◼ AuEq production of 16,337oz in Q3 2019, above 16koz for the second quarter in a row

◼ AuEq recoveries were 3% higher than the previous quarter thanks to improvements in the grinding and flotation circuits (finer 
grinding, and improved reagent regime)

◼ Improvements continue on all workstreams

⚫ Chaarat on track to achieve USD 20m EBITDA on a run-rate basis by Q4-2019

◼ New tenders of services and goods and insourcing of contracted work led to cash costs of USD1,092 /oz (vs USD1,223/oz in Q2 
2019)*

◼ EBITDA improved significantly to USD3.6 million for the quarter

◼ This compares to USD3.2 million for the first five-month period after acquisition

⚫ Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG)

◼ There were no Lost Time Injuries during the Quarter. Q3 had a total recordable injury case rate (per 1 million hours worked) of 0

⚫ Mine Plan update being finalised in the next weeks

◼ Mine plan update on track with delivery in November

* Total cash cost incl. TC/RC, royalty payments, tax and other costs
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Kapan –
Update on Improvement Programmes

Improvement programmes have already shown results with further improvements anticipated in the next quarters 
targeting sustainable increases in reliability, productivity, and efficiency and reductions in costs

⚫ Mine tonnes

◼ Truck rebuild programme to improve fleet availability and provide mining flexibility

⚫ Grade

◼ A review of mine planning,  Grade and Blast Control processes is underway to identify options to 
improve grade and reduce dilution

⚫ Recoveries

◼ Mill improvements through improved grind and reagent regime

⚫ Costs

◼ A cost reduction program is underway to review all major expenditure areas and identify 
operational efficiencies

◼ A review of outsourced activities has resulted in several functions being brought back in house 
and resulted in lower costs

⚫ Alternative ore sourcing 

◼ Treatment of value adding third party feeds was effectively trialled, with further campaigns 
planned

◼ Identifying further sourcing options to utilise existing mill capacity to guidance

⚫ Capex guidance (for 2019 and 2020)

◼ Achieving the USD20m EBITDA run rate requires no significant future capital expenditures

◼ Therefore, sustaining capex guidance is anticipated to be USD1-2m for 2019 and USD2-4m for 
2020

6% improvement on mine tonnes
achieved in Q3 2019 vs Q2 2019

Recovery improvements achieved a 
3% increase Q-on-Q

Sourcing 3rd party ore since August 
2019 of 4.3kt and in discussions 
with further suppliers 

Mill head grade increased by 0.05 
g/t compared to H1 2019 due to 
continuous grade control

Cost program led to a Q3 reduction 

On track to achieve guidance targets
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Kapan – Operating Metrics

Q3 2019 operational performance was very positive and confirms the path to consistent 65koz AuEq production

KEY OPERATIONAL PARAMETERS COMMENTS

1) Ore mined – increased 6% over Q2 as equipment 
issues were finally resolved towards the end of Q3. 
Further improvement should be seen in Q4.

2) Mill throughput – 8% down quarter on quarter, as 
less stockpile ore was treated in Q3.

3) Overall concentrate production and contained AuEq
in line with target and previous quarter.

4) Recovery improvement was partly due to higher 
head grade, but also due to improved grind size and 
reagent regime.

5) 4.3kt of 3rd party ore was successfully treated 
through the mill demonstrating the Mill’s capacity 
to effectively treat this material.

Units Q3 19 Q2 19 Delta Delta

Ore Mined tonnes 175,182 165,757 6% 9,425

Mine Head Grade AuEq g/t 3.31 3.24 2% 0

Mill Throughput tonnes 182,521 198,884 (8%) -16,363

Mill Head Grade AuEq g/t 3.33 3.24 3% 0

Cu Conc Prod tonnes 2,473 2,530 (2%) -57

Zn Conc Prodn tonnes 2,893 2,854 1% 40

Contained Metal
AuEq 

(oz)
16,377 16,922 (3%) -545

Recovery Au Eq % 83.93 81.63 3% 2

Cash Cost* USD/oz 1,092 1,223 (11%) -131

* Total cash cost incl. TC/RC, royalty payments, tax and other costs
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Tulkubash – Construction Update

Construction at Tulkubash is progressing per approved schedule to deliver first gold in Q4 2021

⚫ Construction continues at Tulkubash and the first gold production 

is on track for late 2021.

⚫ Chaarat is proceeding with detailed engineering and has finalised

several project components for immediate construction readiness. 

⚫ Pre-construction progress comprises:

◼ Initial earthworks equipment mobilized; second phase of equipment 

mobilization started; 

◼ Ore haul road and platforms construction started; 

◼ Access road to site has been upgraded to allow year-round access 

to site;

◼ Advance construction camp was installed; 360-man camp was 

ordered and installation is planned to start in 2019;

◼ Detailed design of HLF, Crushing Circuit and ADR is advancing; 

and

◼ Tree Cutting permit for the whole site has been secured

⚫ Ciftay is performing all earthworks on-site and is 

training/developing operators from local communities

⚫ Charaat continues its IFC compliant Social Program, which 

includes over USD215K annual contributions to Chatkal including

◼ local procurement

◼ sustainable development projects

◼ educational programs and 

◼ promotion of sport and healthy lifestyle 

Haul Road and Platform Earthwork

Road construction
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Geological Update
Dusty Nicol – SVP Exploration

Chaarat Gold Holdings Limited
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Programme overview
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Tulkubash –
2019 programme 

Chaarat is finalising its 20km drilling programme on time 
and on budget.

Area Drilling since 

Aug 1

Total 

2019

Main Pit 0 1,008

S. Satellite Pits 0 1,203

N. Satellite to East Pit 420 5,612

Shir Canyon 7,149 8,651

Ishakuldy 565 565

Karator 334 334

Total (as of Sep 27) 8,134 17,039

Outlook

▪ Drilling - Forecast completion October 16 to October 23

▪ Demobilization - Contractor demobilization complete by end of 

October

▪ Assay Completion - November 15 to November 22

▪ Resource Modelling - End of Year

▪ Reserve / Mine Plan / Economic Model update Q1 2020
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Tulkubash –
2019 programme cont.

Significant drill programme completed in 2019 showing encouraging results.

Programme highlights

▪ In 2019, 120 holes drilled totalling about 19,500 metres with a few holes outstanding to complete 20,000 metres

▪ An additional c.8,100 metres have been drilled since the last exploration update dated 28 August 2019

▪ Part of a multi-year drilling programme focused on adding further reserves targeting a mine life of at least 15 years

▪ Drilling since the 28 August update has focused on the prospective Shir Canyon area (strike extension)

▪ Assays from much of this drilling remain pending, but encouraging results received to date include:

o DH19T508: 13.5 metres @ 0.81 g/t Au starting at 36.0 metres;

o DH19T528: 15.0 metres @ 1.00 g/t Au starting at 19.5 metres and 21.0 metres @ 0.58 g/t Au starting at 78.0 metres;

o DH19T535: 28.5 metres @ 0.99 g/t Au starting at 6.0 metres;

o DH19T536: 7.5 metres @ 1.75 g/t Au starting at 16.5 metres; 

o DH19T544: 6.0 metres @ 1.59 g/t Au starting at 7.5 metres and 4.5 metres @ 3.23 g/t Au starting at 37.5 metres; and

o DH19T556: 7.5 metres @ 3.56 g/t Au starting at 166.0 metres.

▪ Programme includes approx. 1,000 metres in the Karator and Ishakuldy areas (northeast of Resource) which will be continued in 2020
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Financial Update
Chris Eger – CFO

Chaarat Gold Holdings Limited
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Financial Update

Chaarat continues to evaluate opportunistic capital opportunities to either refinance existing financing facilities and/or 
reduce its overall cost of capital 

⚫ Since July 2019, Chaarat has:

◼ Completed transaction with Ciftay

◼ Advanced project finance discussions on the Tulkubash project financing

◼ Extended investor loan to 31 March 2020 and upsized the loan to USD17 million

◼ Drew USD2.5 million from the working capital facility with Labro

◼ Closed the 2021 Convertible Bond with USD19.68m of 2021 notes

⚫ Ciftay equity partnership

◼ Agreement to sell 12.5% of Chaarat's mining projects Tulkubash and Kyzyltash for USD31.5m completed

◼ Implied transaction valuation of USD252m for Chaarat’s Kyrgyz assets

◼ Provides the remaining equity for project construction

⚫ Tulkubash Project Financing underway

◼ Targeting close by year-end 2019 / Q1 2020

◼ Chaarat is still in discussions with multiple funding sources

⚫ Chaarat benefits from ample liquidity as a result of:

◼ Labro working capital facility 

◼ Cash on hand 

◼ Free cash flow from Kapan

Consolidated Debt Profile (Current)

Units Value

Loan Facility USD k 17,000

2021 Convertible Bonds USD k 19,680

Kapan Loan Facility USD k 36,000

Labro Working Capital Facility USD k 5,500

Total USD k 78,180
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Summary

Chaarat Gold Holdings Limited
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Chaarat Focus Areas

⚫ Kapan

◼ Improvement programmes ongoing to continuous enhancements on the items defined since acquisition

◼ Mine Plan update will be announced soon and support a consistent and more reliable operation at Kapan

◼ On track to achieve the USD20m EBITDA run rate in Q4-2019

⚫ Tulkubash

◼ Finalise exploration programme and update resource estimate by end of 2019

◼ Update of reserves, mine plan and economic model early 2020

◼ Progress pre-construction efforts

◼ Close Project Financing (end 2019 / Q1 2020)

⚫ M&A

◼ Continue to assess opportunities for growth through selective M&A (accretive bolt-on opportunities and transformational consolidation)

⚫ Financing

◼ Maintain a robust balance sheet, and continue to evaluate sources of capital that improve cost of capital and/or debt profile
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Q&A

Chaarat Gold Holdings Limited


